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Serennan:

	Belief Stricture
	Fraternity Stricture
	Oath Stricture
	Hermentic Mages Only

Resources:

	Middle (no cost, see below)
	Patron:  Ascending Circle (provides library and shrine)
	26 members
	(requires instant karma or good luck to join)
	Individuals with good reps are often invited to join.

Sample Initiate Path:

ck	Grade	Requirements			Karma

9	0		Meditation/Quest		6 + 3
			Oath (at quest's heart)

23	1		Quest (name)			7 + 7
			Familiar

31+	2		Quest				8+
			Thesis (incorp into body
			for familiar)

40+	3		Quest				9
			Meditation

50+	4		Meditation			10
			Deed
			Also, a centering skill expected

61+	5		Meditation			11
			Deed

73+	6		Meditation			12
			Deed

86+	7		Mediatation			13
			Deed
	8+		Ordeal				18


NOTES

	Serannan is joined in an unusual manner.  A person desiring to join Serannan prepares as if 
for non-group initiation.  They then undergo an ordeal (meditation).  If the ordeal succeeds, they pay 
the full price for non-group initiation.  They then enter the astral plane and begin the search for the 
citadel. 
	At the citadel they must find the oath and take it.  Upon so doing they will discover their 
names added to Serannan, the details of the belief stricture and receive back the karma spent in 
excess of a group initiation.

	The next level is found by seeking out the name of their proper allied spirit.  When that quest 
is finished, the ally must be summoned.  When the initiate is fully allied, they reach the first grade 
of initiation.

	Following obtaining an ally, the initiate must make a body for the ally.  At the same time, a 
thesis must be written and incorporated into the ally's body.

	The above cycle is the "official" cycle.  A member may follow any path after passing grade 
0, but members are ranked on how well far they have followed the pattern.

	The patron, Ascending Circle is a free willed spirit.

	The oath and the belief stricture are related to an inchoate belief in good and a dedication 
toward fairness and rights for all (including free willed spirits).

	Almost anyone with a desire to do right can fit in the group.  (similar to Auric Aurora).

	Serannan is an initiatory group with a conspiring patron (though it has no conspiracy).  
Ascending Circle is after more free willed spirits and sees this society as a method for using humans 
to bring more spirits into the world.  If humans will pay the karma . . . 

	While there is no nuyen cost for membership, Ascending Circle will occassionaly request 
karma (about one point at each initiatory level is the unofficially understood proper payment).

	A conservative guess would place Ascending Circle as a Force 14 spirit with about 10 or 12 
points of Energy.

